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Editor's Note
We’re always amazed by the eclectic mix of poetry sent to us for consideration each issue and after being offered twice as much poetry as fiction this quarter, we decided to spoil you
with a poetry-tastic third edition; poetry weaving together diverse emotional threads and
themes with sublime depth, resulting in a richly textured edition full of grief, loss, longing,
hope and unexpected joys.
We also find ourselves on the verge of both the Melbourne and Brisbane writers festivals for
2011. Though poetry is often treated as fiction’s forgotten second cousin, there will be
several worthwhile poetry events at the Melbourne Writers Festival this year, including A
Classical Education? a discussion about the influence of the classics on contemporary
writing; Liner Notes, a poetic tribute to INXS’s album Kick; the United Nations of Poetry
event, a night of poetry readings and performances; Great Speeches and the Art of Poetry
with poets Judith Rodriguez and Robyn Rowland in conversation with speechwriter Dennis
Glover, and a poetry writing workshop with David Morley at The Wheeler Centre.
The Brisbane Writers Festival will also host several (free!) poetry and spoken words events,
including Let The Words Take Flight, a discussion on the art of performance and the poetry
slam movement; and Get The Message, a session about discussing politics in a range of
mediums including poetry.
Their respective programs are available on their websites now. Be sure to take a look.
And continue to send us your lush, vivid, transportive poems; we will always relish the
opportunity to print them.
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Managing Editor
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Broede Carmody

A hummingbird comes to rest
on your thumb
and drops a tiny feather
in your lap, so small
it sinks into your navel.
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As you pick it up
I notice it has a dusty magenta quality
that rubs off on the skin.
You smear it under your eyes
on the back of my calves.

image by Eleanor Leonne Bennett

We dance, so fast
that we could be pomegranate ribbons
twisting through the sky.
You sit down and ask
where the hummingbird went.
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I said perhaps
it flew between
your ribs, into the
cavities of your heart
smudges of magenta speckling your soul.

EPIPHANY NO. 5 or
Reading Electricity Meters
Wayne Marshall
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The morning rolls by, mechanical & mundane—
rushing from gate to gate
rushing from porch to porch
rushing from meter to meter
punching in numbers
the houses all looking the same
thinking about nothing really,
nothing much except maybe
how pissed you were last weekend
or how pissed you’ll get this weekend—
until it comes & uproots
the very ground beneath your feet:
a house, with a lemon tree,
in a quiet suburban street,
nothing much to look at
but the smell
the smell of that familiar something
something so evocative it forces you to stop
forces you to breathe
forces you to stop your mindless rushing
& stand there naked
on the path beneath the tree,
wincing at the unalterable progress of time
wincing at the agony of childhood lost
wincing at the quiet terror of your facsimile days
& yet strangely uplifted now,
gifted as you are
by the divine knowledge
that the dead go on living
in the breath of even the smallest things

The Homophobe
In my house
Hiding in the dark
Sitting in the corner
Watching
Every move I make

Benjamin Solah

Hides in my closet-my bedroom, as I sleep
Sees who I sleep with
These men I cannot keep
Restrained
Shamed
They cannot see
Why
I hold back
Follows me to work
Watches me all day
Threatens to tell them all
Tell them that I’m gay
The homophobe’s
in the window
Of my parent’s
country flat
He’ll tell mum
who I’m fucking
She’ll hate me,
loathe me, for that

I cannot go further
I cannot go alone
Everywhere I go
Everyone I know
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The homophobe
is in the corner
Watches
as I moan

Sea spray plasters a few last grey hairs across
his head in thin, ragged strips as he droops
over the jetty rail. Peering down, he avoids
the horizon. I’m not interested in horizons. I’ve
crossed them all - except the last one. I’m interested in what lies beneath. After watching the
foamy seawater wash around the rocks below
the pier, he turns and stares back towards the
surf crashing on familiar cliffs, before making
his slow way back to the sunbaked hotel.
The receptionist smiles through him as
he heads for his room. There’s no lift, but he
doesn’t regret the second floor choice as he
wheezes up the staircase. He traces the faded
pattern of the carpet, pausing for breath. He
makes it to his room, and before lying down,
forces open the window for the spirits to
travel. Soon, the distant rhythm of the waves
lulls him to sleep
Your tapered artist’s fingers are hidden
within the coffin. I want to search your eyes
for recognition - but they are closed. Your face
is a sleeping Mona Lisa mask: frozen in a half
smile. You look exactly the same and totally
different. So still and so silent. You are here
and gone. I run my fingers through your thick,
dark hair…
The ocean swallows the wavering
orange ball of the sun as he opens his eyes.
He takes a moment before he is properly
awake. At the seaside, the divide between
dream and consciousness is less apparent and
for a minute he’s sure she’s there, and then
the feeling is gone. A single tear escapes as he
rubs his face and remembers. Remembers her
half smile and the reason he’s returned.
He moves and stares at the horizon,
only to close the curtain and his eyes; but her
absence infects everything.
For years I fought a compulsion to
mention you. It was the first thing I wanted to

Rebecca Dempsey

say: that you were dead. Your death
defines me, but it’s the last thing I want
others to know, because your memory is my
treasure: I’m barely more than the loss of you,
but you know that.
Opaque scudding clouds make the
night seem darker as he lies half-dreaming.
He can’t relax, yet rolls and mumbles her
name as he forces himself back to sleep.
Darkness, a short tunnel of light
directly before us, and beyond that, home. My
bike leathers feel warm and comforting as you
lean into my back, your artist’s fingers laced
around me. The scrub is a looming blur as our
motorbike rumbles and surges into the night.
Beyond the oil and warmth, we can smell the
ocean...
Awake again, he struggles to escape his
dream like he’s drowning. The bedside clock
blinks two am. There’s a breeze and he can
make out the bottom edge of the curtains as
they undulate like waves. Blankets and sheets
form a sinister rumple on the floor. He gets
up and yanks apart the curtains and takes
in deep, ragged, salty breaths. The wind is a
whisper and the ocean his lover’s sigh. He
stumbles back to bed, needing to dream of
the future.
The dead are beyond time, you say.
You are not a body, but a voice that fades
and returns like the music of the waning tide.
I’ve noticed my love. You’ll be with me soon
enough, soon enough. A cold weight deadens
my chest….
It’s daybreak and he lies still, trying
to retain his memory, but his dreams are like
radio signals; they travel further at night.
Transmission eases, interrupted by the cool
light, and he gets up and watches the new sun
glint off little waves as they glide in. Further
out, the line between the ocean and sky blurs.
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His Mona Lisa

The edge of the cliff is just visible in the gloom.
I can see your wide, red smile as you lean
fearlessly over the railing to catch the sound of
the surf breaking on the rocks below. I reach
out to hold your hand - the railing cracks. Our
mist-muffled cries mingle and vanish, with
your mouth, wide now in terror, into the grey.
A knocking sound: he opens his eyes
but the grey is still there. He hears a voice
and thinks it might be his own as pain shoots
along his arm. Muscles contract and spasm as
he strains to lift his head from the pillow. The
door and feet and sounds of muted
business fade in and out as he tries to form
shapes with his mouth but no words come. 		
He relaxes, slightly, amid the panic,
and a half smile plays over his strokedistorted features. Distracted now from the
people around him, he feels that familiar
creeping, rolling fog and at last, sees her, and
that secret knowing smile, smiling back... My
love.
A lone mourner stands at the end of the pier.
He tips the urn over the railing. The grey
ashes of the husband and wife swirl in the
wind before settling on the water. There’s no
pattern on the surface: surf and spirit, wind
and wave and scattered ashes drift randomly
into a gathering fog.
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Surfaces meet – the dawn sky and grey water
fuse into one. In his dreams too, his living
past and future meet and the line between
them fades from view.
Clinically, he searches his face in the
mirror. The cold light of the bathroom reveals
every crease he knows she wouldn’t
recognise, not now. Grief ’s written its tale line
by line and he mourns that too. He studies
his hands, and sees oil and dust where they’re
care-worn and clean. He turns off the light.
It wasn’t meant to be this way. I‘ve lived
double my wife’s lifetime. A long, tired life.
Much longer than I wish. Perhaps soon I will
have that half smile of oblivion too. Turning
out the light, and returning to bed, he closes
his eyes and tries to see her, her dark hair
and her blue eyes. And always her hands, her
artist’s hands as she sculpts his dreams. He
wants to turn towards her scent, her studio
air of varnish, timber shavings and rosewater
perfume.
A glowing evening warms us, as the
shadows race by, getting longer as they form
zebra stripes over the bitumen. Your arms
squeeze tight, and your strong fine fingers dig
in, as we ride, kicking up dust, and scattering
birds…we’re going backwards, into the past…
Of a sudden, he’s awake and sweating.
Unsteady as he reaches for his glass, the water
inside splashes as he gulps it down. She’s gone
and I’m lost. I’ve spent too long studying the
facts of accidental death. Because one
afternoon I left the house with my wife and she
never returned.
Still and silent in the hotel, he feels
a revving motor in his chest. Even now, she
makes my heart skip. She’s killing me. That’s
why I’m back: I’m running out of heart. He
closes his eyes as he swallows another
mouthful of water.
A rolling fog cocoons us. It’s too
dangerous for riding. I slow and pull over to
the side of the road. You jump from the bike
and say something, but your voice is remote,
muffled. Cold wisps of vapour slip between us.

Jessirose Streker

mad fools talk the room
these messy ideas are only enough to keep our feet
warm and bored
it’s darkness without you
if only absent of touching your lips
i feel the world moving through your love
as if it’s been slaughtered by my own heart
is this the last time I’ll ever see the moon take you
the finality of owning battered fault
it takes time to demolish the kill
the lone beat that could perhaps never end
like riding the shotgun of death
sailing the journey shooting through your chest
by teasing the trigger and fucking it so hard
that it hurts so much i could never drown
but swallow the entity of every ocean in every place
straight to the capture of this end
i felt your hands so far from mine
and this soaring is so slow that perhaps it is stuck
my name is in hell now
and i wish that i was dead instead
image by Amy Parkinson
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Untitled

Instruments
Benyamin Rūaumoko Felafel
Instruments made from blood and vision
Pumping black notes and pin spot emissions
The rhythm driven
Through the sound wave religion
Whether Islam or Christian
They all listen
Instruments played with mutated fingers
Hardship and worth smacks the ego from singers
The vibration lingers
Through the earlobe incision
Whether cop or physician
They all listen
Instruments tuned to the tears of the truth
Ignored by the old and adored by the youth
The megaphone booth
Through the volume addiction
Whether mess or perfection
They all listen
Instruments taped to the scripts of the lyrics
Trading the soul for the thumbs of the critics
The microphone lipstick
Through the line prompting curtain
Whether concert or sermon
They all listen

Instruments chained to the collarbone prison
Batons beat bars in the cell exhibition
The crash course collision
Through the mass murder mission
Whether convict or victim
They all listen
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Instruments framed in the fight against freedom
Brass blowing banned by the infertile semen
The mouthpiece is missing
Through the warped words of fiction
Whether insight or wisdom
They all listen

Instruments blamed by the backtracking crescent
Tables turn tides in a time for new government
The waning white president
Through the black market measurement
Whether rights or racism
They all listen
Instruments trashed by new ape-man semantics
Speaking terms frozen by doomsday fanatics
The censorship backflip
Through the fear of oblivion
Whether creation or evolution
They all listen
Instruments ruined by the earthquake obsession
Traffic in doorways causing widespread infection
The gunpoint confession
Through the life flashing lesson
Whether poison or weapon
They all listen
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Instruments dead in the years after music
Orchestra corpse torn apart by forensics
The spirit at risk
Through the inept repent
Whether hell-bent or heaven-sent
Who then will listen?

MSN
Sideshow
Emily
Steele
If this but that (the other)
This situation unnerves me
Letter by letter conversations were so free
Shows what’s been lost
Evidence: today, intermittent attention
Of the order (you told me remember) of
Tampering playing games as you
Please, when you can’t be bothered
Call-it-what-you-want-I-think-it’s-rude
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Us was our delusion; now Stop Teasing Me
Immediately

image by Alex Isaacson

Contributors' Biographies
AUTHORS
BROEDE CARMODY is an 18 year old
from rural Victoria. She is currently
undertaking a gap year at a local law firm,
having deferred her offer to study Journalism
at RMIT University. She likes antique
typewriters, old books and copious amounts
of chai.
WAYNE MARSHALL is a writer and
musician from the western suburbs of
Melbourne. He is currently at work on his
debut novel, which explores a series of
strange happenings in a hydro town in rural
Victoria.
BENJAMIN SOLAH prefers to say he’s
a writer or a political activist instead of an
office worker when people ask him what he
does with his life. He lives in Melbourne
where he is frequently found reading poetry
in pubs aloud to forget about work the next
day.

JESSIROSE STREKER is a 25 year old
female from Melbourne, Victoria. Her other
work can be found on her blog: http://www.
upwithmagictricks.blogspot.com
BENYAMIN RUAUMOKO FELAFEL is
a 23 year old emerging poet and visual
artist from Porirua, New Zealand. His poetry
explores his multicultural upbringing, the
language of nature and age, and these times
we live in. He is now in Melbourne, both
performing and exhibiting his works with
elements of visual design.
EMILY STEELE is an Adelaide-based
epidemiologist and aspiring poet. In the early
2000s she left owners of a Canadian bagel
shop with the impression that Australians
can’t wash dishes. She still feels a bit weird
about that. Memorable moment: customer
noticing mouldy curried egg in display
cabinet.
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REBECCA DEMPSEY is a Melbourne
based writer and a post graduate student at
Deakin University. She can be found at
writingbec.wordpress.com, her blog, and on
twitter.

ARTISTS
JENNIFER GABBAY’S creative process
breaks down motion via the interpretation of
expressive mark-making, generating
spirituality from initial ideas through
painting the work. Reconfiguration of the
traditional becomes an illusion of painterly
motion and a diffusion of light and colour
interactions, changing shape to communicate
ideas and feelings. Find her at:
www.jennifergabbay.com

AMY PARKINSON started painting two
years ago. During this time she was
struggling with depression and experiences,
which haunted her life. She felt stuck, lost
and deprived of the will to live. It was then
she developed the desire to paint images that
would create an awareness of the
consequences of abuse.
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Toowoomba based self-portrait artist ALEX
ISAACSON explores the parallels between
her everyday experiences and decisions
ELEANOR LEONNE BENNETT is the
winner of the UK National Geographic Kids against the growth and changes within her
identity. She believes that everything in her
Photography Contest 2010, The World
life is a representational self-portrait of
Photography Organization’s Photomonth
herself, from her choice of clothing to colour
Youth Award 2010, Winston’s Wish 2011,
and Papworth Trust 2011 (under 16s: 1st, 2nd choices in her art, the result of a defining
moment in which she felt the need to
and 3rd place). She has also won three
document herself through photography.
National Art contests (from the age of 11)
with the Woodland Trust Nature Detectives.
Find her at: eleanorleonnebennett.zenfolio.
com

